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ABSTRACT  
 

 

The demand for hydrophobic materials is at an all-time high in the present day and age, 

mostly post Covid-19, due to their water-repelling, antibacterial, de-icing, self-cleaning, and 

corrosion-resistant properties to name a few. However, the manufacturing processes of these 

hydrophobic materials are generally costly and time-consuming.  As a result, this thesis focuses 

on creating hydrophobic surfaces swiftly and cheaply.  In this research, PLA was mixed with 

various concentrations of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and  Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane 

(HDTMS) with the aid of solvents, Dimethylformamide (DMF), Acetone, and Chloroform to 

create hydrophobic materials through the electrospinning and solvent casting processes. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) techniques were then utilized to assess the structures, 

compositions, and thermal decompositions of the samples. Additionally, water contact angle 

testing was conducted to confirm improved hydrophobicity in the samples created. According to 

the results obtained, it was discovered that the best results were achieved at a 10wt.% (2g) of PLA, 

0.2ml of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane, and 1ml of PTFE, producing an average water contact angle 

of 131.6° with the highest WCA obtained being 132.7°. From these results, it was concluded that 

adding PTFE and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to PLA drastically increased its hydrophobicity. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  

 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Hydrophobic properties have been observed in nature long before human beings discovered 

their true capabilities and utilized it to revolutionize the modern world.  The most familiar form of 

hydrophobicity found in nature is that of the lotus leaf, where its ultra-low water adhesion and self-

cleaning properties make it one of the best hydrophobic elements formed naturally [1].  Since its 

discovery, artificially created hydrophobic elements have been used in many industries, such as 

the maritime industry, automobile industry, and the medical industry due to their self-cleaning 

properties, antibacterial properties, and corrosion preventive properties [2]. For a surface to be 

considered hydrophobic, it must have a water contact angle greater than 90.  Moreover, surface 

hydrophobicity mainly depends on its roughness and its chemistry. The greater the surface 

roughness, the greater the hydrophobicity. The topology of a surface also has somewhat of an 

effect on its hydrophobicity [3]. 

One such artificially created hydrophobic material that is largely used in various industries 

is a thermoplastic known as Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or Teflon and is the main material 

used in this thesis. PTFE is a popular material among various industries due to it possessing many 

favorable properties such as a low friction coefficient, chemical inertness, high resistance to attack, 

thermal and electrical insulation, non-stick nature, and high-water resistance to name a few. It has 

many applications such as in the packaging industry, electronics industry, and the textile industry, 

and is also used in frying pans due to its non-stick nature [3].    
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However, this thesis mainly focuses on the water repellent properties of hydrophobic 

surfaces. In this thesis, PTFE was added to PLA as a hydrophobic coating to obtain filaments for 

3D printing purposes and to determine whether PTFE had any desirable effects in enhancing the 

hydrophobicity of the PLA material.   

1.2 Motivation 

The demand for water-repellent, self-cleaning products is at an all-time high now more 

than ever in this post-Covid-19 era.  Ever since discovering the capability of the Covid-19 virus to 

remain on surfaces for days, scientists have been working around the clock to create objects that 

can clean themselves, preventing contamination by the virus. This could be extremely beneficial 

to health workers and other essential workers sacrificing their well-being at the frontlines of this 

war against the virus [4]. 

Personal protection equipment (PPE) for frontline workers such as surgical gloves, face 

masks, head coverings, hazmat suits, and boots are now being manufactured using hydrophobic 

materials and tested for better water-repellency and self-cleansing capabilities. Furthermore, some 

scientists are also in the initial stages of creating hydrophobic wall paintings, medical equipment, 

and hospital beddings that could ease the pressure on health care workers by ensuring their safety 

and halting further spread of the virus [4].  

One of the techniques that is used in the modern age to create medical equipment is 3D 

printing. 3D printing offers a cheaper and faster method to manufacture medical equipment such 

as implants, prosthetics, bones, and biomaterials [5]. Therefore, inspired by hydrophobicity and 

3D printing, this thesis combines the two to create a cheap and fast method of manufacturing PLA 

parts with enhanced hydrophobicity via 3D printing to prevent possible contamination. 
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1.3 Objective  

 The objective of this thesis was to increase the hydrophobicity of PLA parts to prevent 

contamination. This was achieved by adding Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (HDTMS) into PLA. The following steps were conducted in this 

thesis: 

• PTFE emulsion and liquid HDTMS were added to PLA and solvent cast.  

• The water contact angle of the dried sample was measured using a Goniometer to determine 

hydrophobicity.  

• Later, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FTIR), and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to determine the surface 

structure, surface composition, and thermal decomposition of the sample. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 Superhydrophobic surfaces 
 

A surface is classified as superhydrophobic if it consists of a contact angle over 150° when 

a liquid droplet is placed on it.   Superhydrophobicity arises when a virtually ideal round droplet 

is observed on the surface because of almost zero wettability, which repel liquid droplets.  

Additionally, for a surface to become superhydrophobic, it must have high surface roughness, 

which can be achieved by magnifying its topography. Two scenarios can occur when a liquid 

droplet falls on a superhydrophobic surface. For instance, if the water droplet can maintain contact 

completely with the rough surface, it is known as the Wenzel state.  The interfacial contact area 

rises during this state.   On the other hand, if the water droplet can leap in between the roughness 

peaks, it is known as the Cassie-Baxter state.   During this state, solid-liquid and liquid-vapor 

interfaces are formed beneath the droplet [1,6].  Figure 2-1 illustrates the various forms of wetting 

models [3], while figure 2-2 depicts trapped air between liquid and solid phases [3].   

 

 
 

Figure 2-1: Various forms of wetting models [3]  Figure 2-2: Trapped air between liquid 
and solid phases [3] 
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2.2 Other forms of surfaces 

2.2.1 Hydrophobic surface                              

 

A surface is known to be hydrophobic if it has a contact angle between 90° and 150° when 

a liquid droplet falls on it. The liquid droplet appears almost round shaped on these surfaces due 

to increased wetting resistance, which prohibits the droplet from dispersing once encountering the 

surface.  As a result, hydrophobic surfaces have many beneficial properties, such as high corrosion 

resistance, de-icing properties, etc. [6]. 

2.2.2 Hydrophilic surface 

 In a hydrophilic surface, the liquid droplet disperses once encountering the surface due to 

the liquid having a large surface energy. Hydrophilic surfaces are known to contain water-

absorbing properties. Moreover, hydrophilic surfaces typically have contact angles below 90°. As 

a result, they are widely used in the biomedical industry for drug delivery, catalysis, etc. [6]. 

2.2.3 Superhydrophilic surface 

 Superhydrophilic surfaces typically have a contact angle of 0° or almost 0°. These surfaces 

are known to have extremely high water-absorbing properties, which lead to absolute wetting of 

the surface when a liquid droplet falls on it. Therefore, these surfaces are commonly used in 

filtration processes [6]. 

2.3 Wettability 

A surface’s wettability can be categorized into two parts, known as complete wetting and 

non-wetting. During complete wetting, a water droplet spreads throughout the entire surface when 

dropped on it.  However, during non-wetting, the water droplet typically rolls off the surface while 

creating a contact angle. The management of the wettability of solid surfaces is crucial in 

technological and industrial fields [7,8].  Figure 2-3 exhibits the Non-wetting and wetting states 

on a surface [9]. 
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Figure 2-3: Non-wetting and wetting surfaces [9] 

2.3.1 Contact angle 

The wettability of a surface can be measured by dropping a water/liquid droplet on a 

surface and determining the contact angle that it creates.   According to the value obtained for the 

contact angle, the surface properties can be classified as Superhydrophilic (θ = 0°),  hydrophilic (θ 

<90°), hydrophobic (θ >90° ) and Superhydrophobic (θ >150°) [8]. Images for the various forms 

of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity are illustrated in figure 2-4 [10]. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Classification of surfaces according to contact angle [10] 

2.3.2 Contact angle hysteresis 

The wettability of a surface can also be determined by the contact angle hysteresis. The 

contact angle hysteresis is evaluated by subtracting the advancing contact angle (maximum) by the 

receding contact angle (minimum) of a solid surface.   
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Here, the advancing contact angle is a measure of the liquid-solid cohesion while the receding 

angle is a measure of the liquid-solid adhesion.  One of the methods utilized to determine the 

advancing and receding angles is known as force tensiometry.  Further, the advancing contact 

angle should always be greater than or equal to the receding contact angle [8]. Figure 2-5 depicts 

the advancing and receding contact angles of a droplet above a surface [11]. Furthermore, the 

figure also shows the equation for calculating the contact angle hysteresis [11]. 

 

Figure 2-5: The advancing and receding contact angles of a droplet above a surface [11] 

2.4 Surface tension 

Surface tension can either be measured as a force per unit length (N/m) or energy per unit 

area (J/m2). Therefore, surface tension can be determined both mechanically and 

thermodynamically [12]. 

2.4.1 Mechanical definition of surface tension 

Surface tensions in liquids are created due to cohesive forces found between liquid 

molecules.  In a liquid droplet at atmospheric conditions, every individual molecule is attracted to 

its neighboring molecules in every direction, causing a net force equal to zero.  However, at the 

liquid-vapor interface, the attractions among the liquid molecules and vapor molecules tend to be 

more fragile than the cohesive forces between the liquid molecules.  
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This causes the net force at the liquid-vapor interface to move in an inward direction. It is this 

force exerted on a unit length that is called surface tension, which assists the interface in reducing 

its total area [12].   Figure 2-6 shows the organization of molecules at the liquid-vapor interface 

[12]. 

 

Figure 2-6: The organization of molecules at the liquid-vapor interface. The arrows represent the 

intermolecular interactions [12] 

 

2.4.2 Thermodynamic definition of surface tension 

The surface tension phenomena can also be explained with regards to free energy. Every 

individual molecule inside a liquid droplet is encircled by other molecules in all directions.   

Therefore, it remains at the lowest free energy state possible. Nevertheless, a molecule at the 

liquid-vapor interface consists of half the number of neighboring molecules than those inside the 

droplet. This causes them to be at a higher state of free energy.   As a result, surface tension can 

be interpreted as the rise of free energy (E), by the rise in unit surface area (A), at atmospheric 

conditions [12]. The thermodynamic equation for surface tension is: 

𝛾 = [
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝐴
]

𝑇,𝑉,𝑛
                 (1) 
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In equation (1) above, T represents the absolute temperature; V represents the system’s 

volume, while the total number of molecules is denoted by n.  This equation can also be utilized 

to measure surface tensions in liquid-solid (γsl), and solid-vapor (γsv) interfaces [12].  

 

2.5 Wetting Models 

2.5.1 Young’s Equation 

  Thomas Young developed an equation (eq 2) [13], to measure the contact angle (θ) of a 

liquid droplet deposited on a flat surface in 1805, which was:     

     𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃 =  
(𝛾𝑠𝑦− 𝛾𝑠𝐼 )

𝛾𝐼𝑣
      (2) 

In equation (2), the interfacial tensions present in the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-

vapor interfaces are represented by γsy, γsl, and γlv, respectively. However, Young’s equation can 

only be utilized to measure contact angles in perfectly smooth and chemically homogeneous solid 

surfaces and not in scenarios containing rough surfaces [13]. Figure 2-7 illustrates a liquid 

droplet’s wetting behavior on a rough surface during Young’s state [14]. Measuring contact angles 

of rough surfaces that are chemically heterogeneous is a bit more complicated. Wenzel, Cassie, 

and Baxter are attributed to pioneering research on the effects rough surfaces had on contact angles  

[13].  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: A liquid droplet’s wetting behavior on a smooth surface during Young’s state [13] 
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2.5.2 Wenzel’s equation 

Wenzel introduced an equation (eq 3) [13] to measure the contact angle on a rough 

surface, which was: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑤 =  
𝑟(𝛾𝑠𝑦− 𝛾𝑠𝐼 )

𝛾𝐼𝑣
= 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃           (3) 

According to equation (3) above, θw represents the contact angle formed on a rough surface, 

θ represents Young’s contact angle formed on a smooth surface, while r depicts the surface 

roughness factor, which is known as the ratio between the actual surface and projected surface. 

Here, r=1 if the surface is perfectly smooth while r>1 for a rough surface.  Wenzel’s model assumes 

that the liquid penetrates the surface’s rough grooves completely. Moreover, according to 

Wenzel’s model, it is assumed that surface roughness improves wetting properties when θ<90°, 

while surface roughness reduces wetting at θ>90° [13]. Figure 2-8 illustrates a liquid droplet in 

Wenzel state [11]. Nonetheless, at θ>90°, on a rough surface, air bubbles might occasionally get 

stuck inside the rough grooves. In such a scenario, the Cassie-Baxter equation must be used since 

the liquid droplet is located on a composite surface [13]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Liquid droplet in Wenzel state [13] 
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2.5.3 Cassie-Baxter’s Equation 

During the Cassie-Baxter state (composite/heterogeneous state), the grooves found in the 

rough surface trap air bubbles instead of liquids when a liquid droplet is placed on it.  Figure 2-9 

shows a liquid droplet in the Cassie-Baxter state [11]. 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Liquid droplet in Cassie Baxter state [13] 

 

The Cassie-Baxter state is described in two phases. The first phase is known as the liquid-

solid interface whereas the second phase is the liquid-vapor interface [13].  As a result, the contact 

angle obtained during this state is measured as a summation of the data obtained by both phases 

and is depicted by equation (4):    

cos 𝜃𝑐 = 𝑓1  cos 𝜃1 +  𝑓2  cos 𝜃2                (4)  

2.6 Hydrophobicity in plants 
 

Mother Nature has always been the world’s greatest inventor, and when it comes to the 

creation of hydrophobic surfaces, it also mastered it many millennia before human beings even 

started to realize its true potentials. The most widely known naturally occurring hydrophobic 

surfaces are in Lotus leaves (Nelumbo Nucifera), which possess a staggering water contact angle 

of over 150°.  Moreover, these leaves contain extremely low water adhesion and are capable of 

self-cleaning (removal of foreign bodies from a surface using water droplets). This very high 
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hydrophobicity (ultra-hydrophobicity) can be attributed to the presence of a dual (micro and nano) 

surface structure in the leaf.  The microstructure consists of convex papilla while the nanostructure 

is made up of epicuticular wax (lipid) crystals (water repellent). This dual surface structure assists 

the leaf in maintaining the Cassie-Baxter state even during rainfall, when huge pressures are thrust 

upon it at impact. Figure 2-10 represents the surface of the Lotus leaf at various magnifications  

[1]. 

 

 

Figure 2-10: The Lotus leaf surface at various magnifications [1] 

 

2.7 Hydrophobicity in animals 

 

Hydrophobicity is also found abundantly in the animal kingdom, particularly in insect 

species. For instance, dragonflies, mayflies, lacewings, and alderflies were all discovered to 

contain hydrophobic wings. This was due to the wings being fabricated by waxes like those found 

in Lotus leaves. Furthermore, some insects even have hydrophobic feet enabling them to walk on 

water. This hydrophobicity is caused due to their feet containing hairs that are 30µm long and 1µm 

in base diameter, which are made up of waxes with θwY>100°. As a result, these hairs can trap a 
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large volume of air between them, leading to low adhesion (Cassie-Baxter state) and ultra-

hydrophobicity.  Figure 2-11 below shows images of various types of arthropods that walk on 

water and their legs at several magnifications [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2-11: (a) Various types of arthropods that walk on water (a-f), (b) An arthropods leg at 

several magnifications (g-i) [1] 

 

 The feet of geckos are hydrophobic in nature as well. Their feet are composed of well-

aligned microscopic hairs known as setae, which are 20-70µm long and have a diameter between 

3-7µm and are made up of α and β keratins. Furthermore, every individual microscopic hair (setae) 

is broken down into numerous nanometric spatula that are 100-200nm in diameter. Due to the setae 

being composed of keratins, it increases the adhesion enabling geckos to climb vertical walls due 

to a large solid-solid adhesion in their feet. This high adhesion is attributed to van der Waals 

interactions and capillary forces that are intensified by the rough foot’s surface area. Additionally, 
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a gecko foot was observed to have a water contact angle of approximately 160° when a droplet of 

water was placed on it. Thus, proving hydrophobicity. Figure 2-12 depicts a gecko’s foot at various 

magnifications [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2-12: A gecko's foot at various magnifications [1] 

 

2.8 Fabrication of Hydrophobic Surfaces 

2.8.1 Transferring from Nature to artificial models 

Human beings have always been able to find a wise mentor in Mother Nature and inspired 

by its naturally occurring hydrophobic surfaces, succeeded in creating artificial hydrophobic 

surfaces [15]. With the development of nanotechnology, hydrophobic surfaces have attracted more 

attention since the theoretical analysis of the surfaces are helpful in transferring biological models 

such as water repellent, self-cleaning, anti-icing properties, etc., to technical applications [16]. 

Based on the principles of hydrophobicity, the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter theories state that the 

surface must possess hierarchical micro and nano- roughness and low surface energy at the same 
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time [17,18]. Hierarchical micro-and nanoscale roughness on the surface trap air in the surface 

increasing the water contact angle. Moreover, low surface energy decreases the tendency of water 

to have bonding with the surface. With this understanding, scientists have designed different types 

of micro-nano hydrophobic materials [15]. 

2.8.2 Hydrophobic surface preparation methods  

Hydrophobic surfaces can be developed through chemical, electrochemical, and physical 

surface treatments, increasing surface roughness or by forming a coating on the surface. In the 

chemical method, the surface is mainly treated by chemical substances, which could react with the 

surface or deposit on it.   However, electrochemical techniques are more powerful than chemical 

techniques. During the electrochemical technique, a suitable electrical power is applied to the 

surface, thereby altering surface composition to form a hydrophobic structure.  The other 

processes, including polymer coating, could belong to the chemical or physical routes according 

to the technical procedures of surface treatment [17,19]. 

To achieve nano roughness of a hydrophobic surface, different techniques such as 

electrospinning of nanofibers, evaporation of polymer solutions, sol-gel coatings, and various 

spraying techniques are used [20,21]. Among these, the electrospinning technique is one of the 

preferred choices. The hydrophobic surface preparation methods can also be categorized according 

to the direction, top-down, bottom-up and a combination of both. While the lithographic process, 

template-based techniques and plasma treatment operate through the top-down method, chemical 

deposition, layer-by-layer, and hydrogen bonding utilizes the bottom-up methods. Furthermore, 

methods that use a combination of both top-down and bottom-up are used in the casting of polymer 

solutions, phase separation and electrospinning [20]. Finally, all fabrication methods include the 

hydrophobic material (e.g. Silicone, polypropylene, carbon nanotube), hydrophobic modifying 
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agents (e.g., Fluoroalkyl-silane, alkyl-thiol, alkyl-dicarboxylic acid) and active substrates (e.g. 

metal, metallic oxide, polymer) [22]. 

 Many experiments have been carried out over the years to determine whether PTFE indeed 

increases the hydrophobicity of surfaces. One such experiment was conducted by Morita et al. 

(2018) to determine whether the particle size of PTFE and temperature had any desirable effects 

on the hydrophobicity of a surface. While carrying out their experiment, the chemical properties 

and the microstructure formed due to PTFE particles were both taken into consideration.  

Moreover, the water contact angles and sliding angles were measured in super cooled-water 

conditions between ranges of -10° C to 0°C. According to their results, it was concluded that the 

size of a PTFE particle had a larger impact on the hydrophobicity of a surface than temperature. 

They discovered that as the particle size of PTFE increases, the sliding angle reduces enormously 

due to a low energy requirement to eliminate the droplet off the surface [23]. 

 Another experiment was conducted by Carbone et al. (2010) in order to determine whether 

modifying the surface of PTFE by Ar and Ar/O2 plasma formed by a torch with an atmospheric-

pressure radio frequency had any positive effects in increasing its hydrophobicity. According to 

the results obtained, PTFE showcased a higher surface roughness when treated with Ar/O2 plasma, 

indicating a water contact angle of 135°. However, no increase in surface roughness of PTFE was 

observed when plasma was treated with plain Ar [24]. 

 Chen et al. (2007) successfully created PTFE surfaces with hydrophobicity by irradiation 

of 200 keV Xe+ ion with the fluence of 6:2 1013 ions/cm2. According to their results, a water 

contact angle as high as 164° was observed. Furthermore, to determine the effects topology and 

chemical changes had on the wettability of the irradiated surface, SEM and XPS methods were 
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utilized. They concluded that a large surface hydrophobicity was observed as a result of needle-

like structures observed at the nanometer scale caused due to surface irradiation [25]. 

 Alawajji et al. (2018) were able to create hydrophobic PTFE thin films on glass substrates 

via pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Here, thin PTFE films were deposited onto a glass substrate via 

PLD at a time ranging between 30 and 120 minutes. According to the researchers, as the deposition 

time kept on rising, so did the surface roughness of the thin films, and micro/nanoscale roughness 

was obtained after over 60 minutes of deposition. This micro/nanoscale roughness made the 

surfaces hydrophobic, and, according Alawajji et al. gave rise to a water contact angle over 150° 

[26]. 

 Huang et al. (2013) devised an experiment to produce hydrophobic microporous PTFE 

membranes. Initially, a PTFE emulsion was mixed with an aqueous solution of PVA (Polyvinyl 

alcohol) to create PTFE membranes that possessed distinctive structures. During this process, 

PTFE started crystallizing, giving rise to micro/nanostructures within the PTFE membrane. Later, 

several PTFE membranes possessing various properties and structures were created by containing 

the rate of cooling during membrane production. According to Huang et al., hydrophobicity was 

observed in all these membranes depicting a static water contact angle of 155° and a sliding angle 

of 8.3° due to the presence of micro/nanostructures [27]. 

 Zhang et al. (2004) proposed a method to create hydrophobicity in a PTFE surface by PTFE 

film extension. Here, by expanding the PTFE tapes’ axial extension ratio at a 90° angle 

(perpendicular) to the fibrous crystals from 5% to 190%, the researchers were able to increase the 

water contact angle formed from 118° to 165°. According to the observations by Zhang et al., the 

rise in hydrophobicity was due to the PTFE crystal’s microstructure and a change in density during 

the extension process. While undergoing axial extension, the density of the fibrous crystal reduces, 
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which in turn leads to a rise in the fraction of air present on the surface thus, creating increased 

hydrophobicity [28]. 

 Nilsson et al. (2010) invented an inexpensive method to create hydrophobicity in PTFE 

surfaces by sanding of PTFE. According to the researchers, sanding PTFE increases its surface 

roughness leading to increased hydrophobicity with water contact angles reaching 151°, and a 

contact angle hysteresis lower than 4°. Moreover, the researchers also proved that by altering the 

sandpaper’s grit size, varying water contact angles and contact angle hysteresis could be achieved. 

Finally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to confirm the increased surface roughness 

of PTFE due to sanding [29]. 

 Bayat et al. (2015) were able to achieve hydrophobicity by depositing thin layers of PTFE 

on coated ZnO rods. They started off by depositing ZnO nanorods on Zn substrates via the 

anodization process. Later, a thin layer of PTFE was formed over the coated ZnO nanorods through 

the RF sputtering method. The researchers then tested the water contact angles of plain ZnO 

nanorods and the ZnO nanorods coated with PTFE.  

 According to the data obtained, the researchers concluded that the thin PTFE coating did 

indeed increase the hydrophobicity of the ZnO nanorods. The plain ZnO nanorods exhibited a 

water contact angle of 3° (Superhydrophilic), while the ZnO nanorods coated with PTFE indicated 

a water contact angle of 160° with an extremely small contact angle hysteresis of 2° and a sliding 

angle of 1°. Furthermore, Bayat et al. also discovered that as the deposition time of PTFE 

increased, so did the value of the water contact angle formed with the highest water contact angle 

(160°) observed at a PTFE deposition time of 60 minutes [30]. A summary containing the details 

of the literature review is illustrated in Table 2-1 below. 
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Table 2-1 Summary of the literature review 

 

References Materials Methods Results 

(WCA 

(°)) 

Morita et al. (2018) PTFE, Methyl silicone oligomer 

hardener, Hydrofluoroether and 
Aluminum Plate 
 

Mixing and spray 

painting 

140° 

Carbone et al. 

(2010) 

PTFE and Ar/O2 plasma 

 

Ar/O2 plasma 

treatment 

135°. 

Chen et al. (2007) PTFE  
 

Irradiation 164° 

Alawajji et al. 

(2018) 

PTFE films and Glass pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD) 
 

>150° 

Huang et al. (2013) PTFE emulsion and PVA solution 

 

Fabrication 155° 

Zhang et al. (2004) PTFE films Axial extension of 
PTFE films 
 

165°. 

Nilsson et al. (2010) PTFE  
 

Sanding 151° 

Bayat et al. (2015) PTFE and ZnO nanorods 
 

RF sputtering 160° 

2.9 3D Printing/ Additive Manufacturing 

2.9.1 3D printing 

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, is rapidly gaining popularity in the 

manufacturing world due to its low cost, easy accessibility and tangible design and testing. A 3-

Dimensional design is initially created using a computer-aided design (CAD) software to create a 

model through 3D printing. Later, the information for the object is transferred to a 3D printer via 

digital slicing of the CAD design. The 3D printer then produces a 3D object depending on the 

machine technology [31]. 
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2.9.2  3D printing techniques 

The most common forms of techniques used in 3D printing are fused depositional modeling 

(FDM), selective layer/ laser sintering (SLS) and stereolithography (SLA) [31]. 

Fused Depositional Modelling (FDM) 

During FDM, a 3D object is constructed from the bottom towards the upward direction, 

one single layer at a time, by continuously printing over an identical area for a matter of hours. 

However, 3D printers do not use ink to print like ordinary printers do. Instead, they print by 

depositing powder or thermoplastic layers and then joining them together with the help of UV light 

or adhesives. Figure 2-13 shows a 3D printer [31] while figure 2-14 depicts a 3D printed model 

[31]. 

 

  
 

Figure 2-13: 3D Printer [31] Figure 2-14: 3D Printed Model [31] 

Selective layer/laser sintering (SLS) 

 

During the SLS process, once the 3D design is transferred to the printer, a laser beam fuses 

the polymeric powder, ceramic, or metal powder into thin layers, one layer at a time.  This process 

is done continuously for a matter of hours until the object is completely printed.   The laser acts as 

a power source that assists in melting the ceramic or metal powder during this process. 

Furthermore, another laser beam with a higher intensity is used to solidify the powder or ceramic 

to create an object as well [31]. 
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Stereolithography (SLA) 

Stereolithography maintains a similar process to SLS. However, unlike the SLS process, 

stereolithography utilizes photo curable resins rather than metal powders. During exposure to the 

laser, the molecules in the resin bond to each other to create a solid layer of thermoplastic [31]. 

2.9.3 3D Printing Material 

PLA (Polylactic acid) 

PLA is a widely used thermoplastic in 3D printing and is a semi-crystalline or amorphous 

polymer. It is produced by direct condensation polymerization of lactic acid through the 

fermentation of natural carbohydrate-containing materials such as rice, corn, wheat, sugar beets or 

other plant-based starches.   Initially, the corn gets sent along a wet milling which separates the 

starch present in the corn.   Once separated, the starch is heated while being mixed with an acid or 

enzyme. Heating the starch breaks it down into dextrose (D-glucose/corn sugar). Later, the 

dextrose is fermented to form Lactic acid which acts as the main component of PLA [32]. The 

manufacturing process of PLA is illustrated below in Figure 2-15 [33]. 

 

 

Figure 2-15: The synthesis of PLA from Lactic Acid [33] 
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PLA has a melting temperature of 180°C and an approximate glass transition temperature 

(Tg) of 55°C.   Moreover, PLA is highly insoluble in liquids such as water and common alcohols 

like ethanol, while being soluble in organic solvents such as Chloroform and Dichloromethane. 

PLA is also widely used in the medical industry in surgical implants, orthopedic devices and drug 

delivery systems due to its biocompatible properties [34]. 

2.9.4 3D Printing Filament Manufacturing Process  

Melt Extrusion 

The bulk of the filaments utilized in 3D printing are produced through melt extrusion. Melt 

extrusion is carried out in a machine known as an extruder. The main component of the extruder 

is the auger, which rotates at the gearbox’s hand. The gearbox is powered by a motor and is located 

inside a hot, tightly sealed barrel, which assists in creating friction [35]. During the melt extrusion 

process, thermoplastic beads are initially fed to a hopper which is situated behind the auger and 

the barrel. The hopper then transfers the beads into the machine where the rotation of the auger 

forces the beads forward where they melt due to the heat created. After, melting, the beads are 

transferred to the machine’s metering area where the plastic gets metered. After metering, the 

plastic is set for extrusion through the die. The die is solely responsible for the shape the plastic 

would be permanently molded into. Moreover, once in the die, the plastic gets divided by a part 

called a mandrel. Once going through the die, the plastic passes through a vacuum area where it 

gets cooled with water. Finally, the plastic is ready to be shaped [35]. Figure 2-16 represents the 

melt extrusion process [36] while figure 2-17 shows how various shapes are obtained via the melt 

extrusion process [37]. 
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Figure 2-16: Melt extrusion process [36] 
 

 

 

Figure 2-17: Shaping the products in melt extrusion process [37] 
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2.9.5 Methods used to create samples 

Electrospinning 

During electrospinning, initially, a solution of polymer is inserted to a syringe. It is then 

forced into a pipette’s tip or metallic needle via external pumping. The external pumping is 

normally performed by mechanical pistons that apply pressure enabling the solution to flow 

through the syringe. The syringes could be positioned vertically as well as horizontally with 

regards to gravity. Normally, considerably high concentrations of solution are required in 

electrospinning to create a high number of entanglements within the solution’s macromolecules, 

which gives rise to desirable viscoelastic properties in the spinning solution [38]. 

Later, as a pendant shaped droplet starts taking form at the syringe’s spinneret , an electric 

voltage bias is administered to the space between the syringe’s tip and the collector placed in front 

or below it (depending on the syringe’s orientation) by using a high-voltage generator.  The electric 

voltage bias applied usually ranges from 10kV-30kV, although it can go up to a 100kV. Moreover, 

the distance between the tip of the syringe and the collector is usually in the range of 10cm-15cm.   

As the electric voltage is steadily increased, the pendant shaped droplet starts elongating, giving 

rise to an apex which is also known as a Taylor cone. As time progresses, the electric forces will 

be able to overpower the surface tension creating a jet. These jets normally have velocities of up 

to a few m/s and possess strain rates of up to 107 s-1 [38]. The electrospinning process is shown 

below in figure 2-18 [39], while the formation of a Taylor cone is illustrated in figure 2-19 [40].  
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Figure 2-18: Electrospinning process [40] 

 

 

Figure 2-19: Formation of a Taylor cone [40] 

 

Once a jet is created, the solvent evaporates rapidly off the jet.   As a result, solid nanofibers 

get deposited on top of the collector.  The collector used can be in a variety of shapes.  For instance, 

they can either be flat planar surfaces or disks that rotate. Furthermore, enhancement of the 

electrospinning process produces polymeric fibers containing smaller diameters having values in 

the micrometer to nanometer range. These polymeric fibers tend to be two to three times smaller 

than the ordinary electrospun fibers and are of much importance in various industries such as the 

medical industry and textile industry due to them possessing large surface areas, customized 
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porosities and topographies. Electrospun nanofibers are used in various applications such as in 

drug delivery, protective clothing, filtration devices, tissue engineering scaffolds, nanoelectronics 

and membranes [38]. 

Solvent Casting 

Solvent casting is carried out by pouring a polymer solution into petri dish and letting it 

dry for a desirable time. After drying, the film that is created is peeled off [41]. Figure 2-20 depicts 

an example of a solvent casting process [42]. 

 

 

Figure 2-20: Solvent casting process [42] 
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CHAPTER 3  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 PLA (Polylactic Acid) 

PLA (C3H4O2) n) is a polyester with a molecular weight of 74000g/mol and a melting 

temperature between 150-170°C. It is a biodegradable material since it is formed from renewable 

resources such as sugarcane, and therefore is an environmentally friendly material. In the initial 

stage of PLA production, the sugar gets fermented and converted to lactic acid, which is later 

converted to Polylactic acid through various processes such as direct polycondensation or ring-

opening polymerization (ROP). PLA is mainly used in FDM 3D printing to create various shapes 

and sizes due to its many desirable properties and is also used in the packaging industry. 

Furthermore, the medical industry widely uses it to create surgical equipment via 3D printing d ue 

to its biodegradable nature [43].   The PLA powder used to conduct the experiments in this thesis 

was obtained from Making Cosmetics and had an average particle size of 325µm. Figure 3-1 

contains an image of the PLA used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-1: Polylactic Acid (PLA) 
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3.1.2 PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) 

PTFE ((C2F4) n/ Teflon) is a vinyl polymer with a molecular weight of 100.02g/mol and a 

melting temperature of 327°C. It is composed of a chain of carbon atoms with two fluorine atoms 

connected to each carbon atom and is formed via the free radical vinyl polymerization of its 

monomer Tetrafluoroethylene. It is widely used as a non-stick coating in frying pans and in-wall 

paints due to its hydrophobic nature. Moreover, it is extensively used in the medical industry to 

create artificial body parts since it is seldom rejected by the human body. PTFE comes in many 

forms, and in this research, was used in powdered form, and as an emulsion. However, PTFE has 

been discovered to release toxic fumes that cause severe health hazards when heated over 327°C. 

Therefore, extra precautions should be taken when handling it at very high temperatures [44]. The 

PTFE emulsion used in this thesis was procured from SLINTEC, while the PTFE powder was 

acquired from IAS Corp. and had a particle size of 3µm. Figure 3-2 (a) depicts the molecular 

structure of PTFE; figure 3-2 (b) illustrates the chemical formula of PTFE while figure 3-2 (c) and 

(d) contains images of both the PTFE emulsion and PTFE powder respectively used in this thesis. 

 

 
 

 (a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 3-2: (a)   Molecular structure of PTFE, (b)   Chemical formula of PTFE, (c) PTFE 
Emulsion, (d) PTFE powder 

3.1.3 Zinc Oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles 

Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is a compound that is present as a white powder. It has a molecular 

weight of 81.38 g/mol and a melting temperature of 1975°C. It can be produced biologically, 

chemically as well as physically. The physical method consists of two processes: the direct method 

and the indirect method. In the direct method, zinc vapor is created by the reduction of zinc 

precursors through carbon heating. The zinc vapor is then oxidized to create ZnO. However, the 

purity of the ZnO is low during this method. On the other hand, during the indirect method, zinc 

metals are initially melted and vaporized at temperatures greater than 907°C. These zinc vapors 

then react with the oxygen present in the surrounding air to form ZnO. The ZnO created through 

this process guarantees high purity. Moreover, ZnO can be naturally produced through plants and 

microorganisms such as bacteria, algae, and fungi. ZnO is also chemically formed in two 

procedures: the gas-phase synthesis and the liquid phase synthesis. Two techniques are used in the 

gas phase synthesis in the formation of ZnO.  

The first is pyrolysis, while the other is known as inert gas condensation. Furthermore, the 

liquid phase synthesis consists of two techniques to create ZnO: wet chemical method and sol-gel 
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processing [45]. ZnO has many applications in a variety of industries. For instance, it is used in 

the rubber industry as rubber compound activators and fillers. It is also used in the textile industry 

as UV radiation absorbers. In addition, the electronics industry uses ZnO in manufacturing solar 

cells, sensors, and UV lasers. ZnO nanoparticles are also known to enhance the surface roughness 

of materials, thus enabling better hydrophobicity [45]. The ZnO nanoparticles used for this 

research were obtained from US Research Nanomaterials, Inc and had a particle size ranging from 

10-30nm. Figure 3-3 depicts the zinc oxide nanoparticles used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-3: Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles 

3.1.4 Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (HDTMS) 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (C19H42O3Si) is a liquid with a molecular weight of 346.6g/mol 

and a boiling point of 155 °C. It is used to enhance the hydrophobicity of other surfaces [46]. The 

HDTMS used in this thesis was acquired from ALDRICH. Figure 3-4 (a) contains an image of the 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane used in this thesis, while figure 3-4 (b) illustrates the chemical 

structure of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane.  
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A b 
Figure 3-4: (a) Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane, (b) Chemical structure of 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane 
 

3.1.5 Dimethylformamide (DMF) 

 DMF (C3H7NO) is a colorless liquid with a molecular weight of 73.09 g/mol and a boiling 

point of 153°C. It is highly soluble in water and gives off a smell that somewhat resembles 

ammonia. It is used as a solvent in dissolving various substances such as PTFE. Furthermore, it is 

also widely used in the chemical, pharmaceutical, and textile industries. However, according to 

the Centers for disease control and prevention (CDC) [47], chronic exposure to DMF through 

inhalation or skin contact can cause severe health problems in human beings such as liver damage 

and skin problems. As a result, DMF should be handled with extreme care, and the recommended 

safety exposure limit, as stated by OSHA, is 10 PPM or 30mg/m3 [47]. The DMF used for the 

experiments in this research was procured from Sigma-Aldrich. Figure 3-5 contains an image of 

the DMF used in this thesis. 
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Figure 3-5: Dimethylformamide (DMF) 

3.1.6 Chloroform 

 Chloroform (CHCl3) is a colorless liquid created as a byproduct during the disinfection of 

water using Chlorine. It has a somewhat sweet taste and a smell that is not very irritating to the 

nose. Moreover, it has a molecular weight of 119.38 g/mol and a boiling point of 61.2°C. Low 

levels of Chloroform are present in rivers, lakes, sea water, and air whereas high levels of 

Chloroform have been discovered in factories using Chloroform and the air near chlorine-

containing swimming pools. Chloroform has a variety of applications in various industries. For 

instance, it is a solvent that is widely used to dissolve many substances such as PLA and PCL. 

Furthermore, it is an ingredient in pesticide formation. Chloroform is also present in resins, 

lacquers, and floor polishes and helps in creating the refrigerant, Fluorocarbon-22. However, 

chronic exposure to Chloroform is related to many health hazards such as liver damage, kidney 

damage, and inhaling high doses of it might make a person unconscious. As a result, the 

recommended exposure limit to Chloroform as stated by OSHA, is 50 PPM or 9.78mg/m3, which 

is not to be exceeded at any time. The Chloroform used for research purposes in this thesis was 

acquired from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd. Figure 3-6 contains an image of the 

chloroform used in this thesis. 
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Figure 3-6: Chloroform 

3.1.7 Acetone 

 Acetone (C3H6O) is a colorless liquid with a molecular weight of 58.08 g/mol and a boiling 

point of 56°C. It is formed naturally inside the human body as a byproduct during metabolism and 

is also used as a solvent in creating plastics. However, the most famous and well-known use of 

Acetone is as an ingredient in nail polish removers. According to Environment Canada, Acetone 

poses no harmful threat to a person’s health due to acute or chronic exposure while only causing a 

sore throat or cough if inhaled. However, Acetone is highly flammable and therefore, should be 

handled with great care [48]. The Acetone used for experiments in this thesis was obtained from 

SLINTEC. Figure 3-7 shows the Acetone used in this thesis.  

 

Figure 3-7: Acetone 
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3.2 Equipment 

3.2.1 Laboratory Weighing Scale  

A laboratory weighing scale was utilized to measure the masses of PLA, PTFE powder, 

and dried PTFE emulsion used in each experiment. Figure 3-8 shows the laboratory weighing scale 

used for research purposes in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-8: Laboratory weighing scale 

3.2.2 Measuring Cylinder  

 The volumes of DMF, Chloroform, Acetone and PTFE emulsion used in each experiment 

were measured using a small 10ml measuring cylinder. Figure 3-9 depicts the 10 ml measuring 

cylinder used.  

 

Figure 3-9: 10 ml Measuring cylinder 
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3.2.3 Micropipette 

Micropipettes were used to measure the volumes of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane and 

PTFE+DMF solutions added. Figure 3-10 shows a micropipette that was used. 

 

Figure 3-10: Micro Pipette 

3.2.4 Probe Sonicator 

 Once a solution containing DMF, PLA, and PTFE powder was created, it was placed in a 

probe sonicator for better mixing. A sonicator typically consists of three parts: The generator, the 

converter, and the probe. Initially, the generator (ultrasonic electronic) converts AC power into 

high voltage electrical energy pulses possessing a large frequency of around 20kHz, which in turn 

powers a piezoelectric converter. The converter then transforms this electrical energy into 

mechanical vibrations. Finally, the intensity of the mechanical vibrations is magnified and passed 

down the probe. These amplified mechanical vibrations agitate the particles present in the solution, 

which enables faster dissolution of the particles in the solution.  Figure 3-11 depicts the probe 

sonicator utilized in this thesis. 

 
Figure 3-11: Probe Sonicator 
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3.2.5 Bath Sonicator  

Some solutions were also placed in a bath sonicator. In a bath sonicator, the energy is 

dispersed over a large surface area. The energy is spread over this large area by a process known 

as cavitation where bubbles are produced and collapses. Due to the force created during this 

process, contaminants present on a surface can be easily removed. As a result, bath sonicators are 

widely utilized for sterilization and cleaning purposes. Furthermore, they can also be used for 

degassing of liquids or separation of cells [49]. Figure 3-12 represents the bath sonicator used in 

this thesis. 

 
Figure 3-12: Bath Sonicator 

3.2.6 Magnetic stirrer/ Hot plate 

After sonication, the solution was placed on a hot-plate magnetic stirrer for further mixing 

of the contents of the solution. This was achieved by applying heat to the solution and stirring it at 

various temperatures and RPMs. Figure 3-13 shows the magnetic stirrer used in this thesis. 
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Figure 3-13: Hot Plate Magnetic Stirrer 

3.2.7 Extruder   

An extruder was used to create PTFE coated PLA filaments for use in 3D printing. Figure 

3-14 depicts the extruder used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 3-14: Extruder 

3.2.8 Industrial Oven 

A small industrial oven was used to dry the PTFE emulsion to obtain PTFE powder. It was 

also utilized for heat treatment of the electrospun fibers. Figure 3-15 shows an industrial oven. 

 

Figure 3-15: Industrial Oven 
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3.2.9 Goniometer 

The water contact angles of all the samples created were measured using a goniometer. A 

goniometer basically consists of a syringe clamp, a metal plate directly below the syringe clamp, 

and a high-resolution camera located perpendicular to the syringe clamp. Initially, the syringe 

containing a liquid is placed vertically in a syringe clamp. A flat sample is then placed on the metal 

plate directly below the tip of the syringe. The camera is then switched on, while a rotational force 

is steadily applied to the top of the syringe. This causes a water droplet to form at the tip of the 

syringe. As the rotational force keeps on increasing, the water droplet, 5µl in volume, escapes the 

syringe tip and drops on the flat sample above the metal plate. Meanwhile, the high-resolution 

camera records all the live-action and transfers it to a software in a computer known as CAM 100. 

Finally, the water contact angles and sliding angles of the sample can be determined using the 

CAM 100 software. Figure 3-16 shows the goniometer utilized to measure the water contact 

angles. 

 

Figure 3-16: Goniometer 

3.2.10 Electrospinning Compartment 

The electrospinning of the solutions created was conducted inside a custom-built  

electrospinning compartment. Figure 3-17 depicts the electrospinning compartment where 

electrospinning of the solutions was conducted. 
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Figure 3-17: Electrospinning Compartment 

3.2.11 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) have been in high demand for the characterization 

of materials during the recent past due to the ever-increasing size reduction of materials utilized in 

various industries [50]. SEMs create images using electrons. An SEM operates by scanning a 

sample of material by a beam of electron in a raster pattern to create an intensified image of the 

material. Initially, an electron source located at the top of the column produces electrons. These 

electrons get released when the source’s work function is overpowered by the thermal energy. The 

part of the machine that does the scanning of the material is positioned inside a vacuum chamber 

that is sealed since electron beams have difficulty traveling through air. The electrons are then 

attracted by a positively charged anode and accelerated towards an energetic beam. This energetic 

electron beam is then focused into a single position by an electromagnetic coil. Later, another coil 

found at the bottom maneuverers the electron beam in a side to side motion. As a result, the 

material gets scanned by the beam of the electron. The electrons present in the beam then collide 

with the material’s surface and bounce away from it. These dispersed electrons are then recorded 

by a detector and converted into an image. Finally, an enormously magnified version of this image 

is observed on a television screen [51]. The SEM machine used in this thesis is shown below in 

figure 3-18. 
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Figure 3-18: SEM Machine 

3.2.12 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

During the FTIR process, infrared radiation is initially applied to a material. The infrared 

radiation’s energy absorbed by the material at different wavelengths is then determined to reveal 

the structure and molecular composition of the material. Unidentified materials can then be 

recognized by comparing their spectrums with a reference spectrum [52]. During the FTIR process, 

a sample material is exposed to an infrared radiation having an intensity between 100cm-1 -

10000cm-1 created by an FTIR instrument. Throughout this step, a percentage of the infrared 

radiation is absorbed by the material while another percentage passes through it. The radiation that 

is absorbed is then transformed into rotational/ vibrational energy by the molecules inside the 

material. The signal created by this energy is then recognized by the detector and depicted as a 

spectrum ranging between 400cm-1-4000cm-1 which showcases a molecular fingerprint of the 

material. The FTIR process is a fine method to identify different chemicals since every individual 

molecule or chemical structure creates a spectral fingerprint unique to them [53]. Figure 3-19 

depicts the FTIR machine used in this thesis. 
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Figure 3-19: FTIR Machine 

3.2.13 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis is used to determine the change in weight of a material under 

various temperature ranges or time periods and is conducted in a controlled environment. The main 

purpose of utilizing TGA is to measure the decomposition temperature of a material. TGA is also 

used to calculate an organic or inorganic material’s moisture content, a polymer’s content of 

plasticizer, and the content of filler present in polymer resins. In a TGA machine, initially, a sample 

is placed inside a furnace, and its temperature is slowly increased while its weight is calculated by 

an analytical balance located outside the furnace. Later, the measured weight is represented on a 

graph against time or temperature depicting the sample’s thermal transitions such as material 

decomposition, polymer plasticizer and solvent loss, and black carbon content. During TGA, loss 

of mass in a material is mainly contributed to chemical reactions that occur, such as combustion 

[54]. The TGA machine used in this thesis is shown in figure 3-20. 

 

Figure 3-20: TGA Machine 
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3.3 Fabrication of Samples 

3.3.1 Experiment 1 

Initially, powdered PTFE was mixed with PLA (Polylactic acid) flakes. 80 ml of liquid 

DMF (Dimethylformamide) was then added to the mixture, and the contents stirred thoroughly. 

The weight percentages of PTFE used ranged from 1wt.%-10wt.%. The total mass of the PTFE 

and PLA mixture was always 20g, which means that if 1wt.% of PTFE was used, this converted 

to 0.2g of PTFE being mixed with 19.8g of PLA. Later, the solution containing PTFE, PLA, and 

DMF was placed in a probe sonicator for further mixing. The sonicator was set for one hour with 

a 3-minute set-off and set on times. After an hour in the sonicator, a milky-white, viscous solution 

was observed (Fig.3-21 (a)). The solution was then poured into a small glass bowl. A small 

magnetic bead was then inserted into the solution, after, which the bowl was placed in a magnetic 

stirrer for more mixing. The temperature used in the magnetic stirrer ranged from 100°C-160°C 

and had an RPM ranging from 300 RPM-1200 RPM. After being in the magnetic stirrer for one 

hour, the magnetic bead was taken out of the solution using tongs, and the solution was left to dry. 

After about 1-2 days of drying a waxy-solid structure was observed (Figs. 3-21 (b) & 3-21 (c)). 

Around days 4 and 5, after drying, a rough solid structure was observed (Figs. 3-21 (d) & 3-21 

(e)). This solid was then ground into finer particles using a grinder and inserted into the feeder of 

an extruder. The extruder was then set to a temperature ranging between 180°C and 230°C and 

switched on to create a filament (Fig. 3-21 (f)). However, to test if the material created had 

enhanced hydrophobicity before being added to the extruder some more testing had to be done. As 

a result, the same initial steps were carried out to create a rough solid. However, instead of grinding 

the solid in the grinder and adding it to the extruder, this time, the solid was heat-treated in an 

industrial oven at temperatures ranging from 180°C- 300°C. After being in the oven for one hour, 
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the solid started to melt and resembled a white-chocolaty substance. After melting, the solid was 

flattened to obtain a very flat surface to make it easier to get an accurate water contact angle. The 

flattened material was then left to dry at room temperature for one day. On the second day, the 

flattened material was placed in a goniometer to determine its water contact angle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-21: (a)  Milky white solution after sonication,  (b)  One day after drying,  (c)  Two 
days after drying,  (d)  Four days after drying,  (e)  Over five days after drying,  (f)  Filament 

obtained through extrusion 
 

3.3.2 Experiment 2 

Electrospinning was done by using raw PLA. Here, 0.4g (2wt.%) of PLA was measured 

using a scale and added to 12ml of chloroform. The solution was then placed in a bath sonicator 

for 30 minutes of mixing. 8ml of acetone was then added to the solution and further sonicated for 

30 minutes. Finally, the sample was inserted into a 20mm syringe and electrospun at a flow rate 

of 0.5 ml/min and a voltage of 25kV. The distance between the syringe tip and the collection sheet 

 (a) 

 

(b) (c) 

 

(d) (e) (f) 
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was 20cm. Later, the experiment was repeated by altering the weight percentages of PLA used to 

8wt.% and 10wt.%.  

3.3.3 Experiment 3 

A third experiment was done by adding various concentrations of PTFE to the 10wt.% (2g) 

PLA solution created in the previous experiment. During this process, PTFE concentrations of 

1ml, 2ml, 4ml, and 8ml were added to the PLA solution and electrospun at a flow rate of 0.5ml/min 

and a voltage of 20.3kV. The distance between the syringe tip and the collection sheet was 20 cm. 

3.3.4 Experiment 4 

In a fourth trial, 2g (10wt.%) of PLA was weighed and added to 12ml of chloroform. It 

was then sonicated in a bath sonicator for 30 minutes. 8ml of acetone was then added to the solution 

and sonicated for a further 30 minutes. 1 ml of PTFE was then added to the solution using a 

micropipette and placed in a magnetic stirrer at 600 RPM for half an hour. Later, 0.1g (0.5wt.%) 

of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles were added to the solution and placed in the bath sonicator for 

30 minutes to break down the ZnO particles. The reason for adding ZnO nanoparticles was because 

it was discovered that adding a nanoparticle enhances the hydrophobic properties of surfaces by 

increasing their roughness. Finally, the solution was once more placed in a magnetic stirrer for 30 

minutes and electrospun at the same parameters as the previous experiment. The experiment was 

then repeated using 0.2g (1wt.%) and 0.4g (2wt.%) of ZnO. 

3.3.5 Experiment 5 

A fifth experiment was performed by adding 2g (10wt.%) of PLA to 12ml of chloroform 

and sonicating it for 30 minutes. 8ml of acetone was then added to it and sonicated for a further 

30 minutes. Later, 0.2ml of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane was measured using a micropipette and 

added to the solution and stirred in a magnetic stirrer for 30 minutes. 1ml of PTFE solution was 
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then added to the mixture and further stirred for 20 minutes. Half of the mixture was then 

electrospun at the same parameters as the previous experiments, while another half was poured 

into a petri dish for solvent casting. Finally, the experiment was repeated by altering the PTFE 

concentration to 2ml and solvent casting while keeping all the other concentrations constant. 

3.3.6 Experiment 6 

Two control samples were created using the same procedure as experiment 5. One sample 

was created by mixing 2g (10wt.%) of PLA in 12ml of chloroform and 8ml of acetone while 

another sample was formed by adding 200 µl of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to a sample with 

similar concentrations of PLA, Chloroform, and Acetone as the first sample. The two samples 

were then solvent cast and left to dry for approximately 15 hours.  

3.3.7 Experiment 7 

Since increasing the concentration of PTFE had no substantial effect in increasing the 

hydrophobicity of PLA, it was decided to increase the concentration of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane 

while keeping the concentration of PTFE constant. Therefore, two more samples were created by 

altering the concentration of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane. Initially, 2g of PLA was weighed and 

added to 12ml of Chloroform. It was then placed in a bath sonicator for 30 minutes. 8ml of acetone 

was then added and further mixed in a bath sonicator for 30 minutes. 0.4ml of 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane was added to the solution and placed in a magnetic stirrer at 770 RPM 

for half an hour. Later, 1ml of PTFE solution was added and stirred once more in a magnetic stirrer 

for 30 minutes. Finally, the experiment was repeated by altering the concentration of 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to 0.8ml. 
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3.3.8 PTFE preparation 

  The PTFE used in experiments 2 to 7 was originally prepared by heating 8ml of PTFE 

emulsion in an industrial oven at 150°C for one hour. After heating, the solvent completely 

evaporated, leaving clumps of PTFE particles. The clumps were then left to dry for 24 hours at 

room temperature and crushed into finer particles. The fine particles were then weighed, and the 

total dry weight of 8ml of PTFE emulsion was found to be 47.8g. Later, 0.4g (2wt.%) of PTFE 

was measured using a weighing scale and added to 20ml of DMF. The solution was then placed in 

a magnetic stirrer at 520-630 RPM for one hour and thirty minutes. However, since the PTFE had 

not completely dissolved during that time a moderately low heat was also administered to the hot 

plate magnetic stirrer.  

Even after more than three hours of stirring and intermittent heating, the PTFE powder 

failed to dissolve in DMF completely. As a result, this method of preparing PTFE was completely 

abandoned due to time constraints and to reduce long term exposure to DMF. It was later decided 

to directly use PTFE emulsion for electrospinning. Here, PTFE emulsion was mixed with 20ml of 

DMF at a volume 0f 34µl.  The solution was then placed in a bath sonicator for 30 minutes of 

mixing.  Later, various concentrations were taken from this solvent to add to the other samples  

ranging from 1000µl (1ml) to 8000µl (8ml). 
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

4.1 Experiment 1 Results 

The maximum water contact angle obtained through the first procedure mentioned above 

was 88.2°, which was obtained at a PTFE concentration of 2wt.%. However, as the mass of PTFE 

was increased beyond 5wt.%, the samples started crumbling after drying, making it impossible to 

measure their water contact angles. According to these results, it was realized that increased 

hydrophobicity was unachievable through this process. This may have been due to PTFE and PLA 

being mixed. Theoretically, if PLA and PTFE are mixed, the Fluorine atoms present in PTFE tend 

to form covalent bonds with the Hydrogen atoms in PLA [55]. A hydrogen atom carries a single 

electron while a fluorine atom needs an electron to reach a stable state. Therefore, an instant 

covalent bond is formed when the two elements encounter each other (Fig. 4-1 (c)).  As a result, 

there are no Fluorine atoms present to create a layer of fluorine chain above the PLA substrate. 

Thus, preventing increased hydrophobicity [55]. However, this is just an assumption. Figure 4-1 

(a) illustrates the structure of PLA [56], figure 4-1 (b) illustrates the structure of PTFE [57] while 

figure 4-1(c) shows an HF bond [55]. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4-1: (a) Structure of PLA [56], (b) Structure of PTFE [57], (c) 
HF Bond [55] 
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The results for experiment 1 are depicted in table 4-1 below.  
 

Table 4-1 Results of experiment 1 
 

PTFE (g) PLA (g) Water contact angle (°) 

0.4 (2wt.%) 19.6 88.2 

0.6 (3wt.%) 19.4 79.3 

0.8 (4wt.%) 19.2 84.7 

1.0 (5wt.%) 19.0 83.4 

4.2 Experiment 2 Results 

The thickness of the fiber collected increased as the concentration of PLA was reduced. 

For instance, a thick cotton-textured fiber was observed during the electrospinning of the solution 

containing 0.4g (2wt.%) of PLA, while a thin coating-like fiber was obtained when the solutions 

containing 1.6g (8wt.%) and  2g (10wt.%)  of PLA were electrospun. The reason behind this 

phenomenon maybe explained by viscosity. The solutions containing higher concentrations of 

PLA ((8wt.%) & (10wt.%)) have a higher viscosity than the 2wt.% PLA solution. As a result, it is 

much more difficult to elongate these solutions, thus making nanofiber production harder [58]. 

The contact angles of the fibers were then measured with a goniometer, and it was discovered that 

all the fibers were hydrophobic in nature with an average water contact angle of 109.06° while the 

highest water contact angle obtained was 110.5° (Fig.4-2).   

 

Figure 4-2: Largest Water Contact Angle recorded for Electrospun PLA 

4.3 Experiment 3 Results 

When the solution containing 1ml of PTFE was electrospun, large crater-like pores were 

observed in the fiber membrane. Furthermore, when the solution containing 2ml of PTFE was 
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electrospun, it was discovered that the crater-like pores appeared to reduce in size while increasing 

in number. However, the mixtures containing 4ml and 8ml of PTFE failed to produce fine fibers 

when electrospun since the mixtures started clogging while inside the syringe. This clogging may 

have occurred due to the high concentrations of PTFE present in both solutions which give rise to 

higher viscosities. As stated previously, these large viscosities may block the elongation of these 

solutions, making nanofiber production harder [58]. The water contact angles of the two fibers 

obtained were then measured via a goniometer and found to have hydrophobic properties with the 

1 ml PTFE fiber exhibiting an average water contact angle of 102.8° and a large contact angle of 

104.5° (Fig.4-3 (a)) while the 2ml fiber showcased an average water contact angle of 94.5° with 

the highest recorded angle being 100.8° (Fig. 4-3 (b)). According to the average water contact 

angles recorded, it was realized that mixing PTFE directly with PLA reduces the hydrophobicity 

of PLA. As mentioned earlier, this may have occurred due to fluorine atoms in PTFE and Hydrogen 

atoms in PLA covalently bonding together [55]. These HF bonds created are polar in nature thus 

absorbing water and thereby reducing hydrophobicity [59]. Furthermore, this may also prevent the 

fluorine atoms from forming a chain above the surface of PLA, thus inhibiting hydrophobicity as 

well [55]. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
  
  

Figure 4-3: Highest water contact angles in  (a) 2g PLA + 1 ml PTFE  (b) 2g PLA + 2 ml 
PTFE 
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4.4 Experiment 4 Results 

While the electrospinning of the mixture with 0.4g (2wt.%) of ZnO was conducted, a fine 

fiber was obtained. Nonetheless, the solutions containing 0.2g (1wt.%) and 0.1g (0.5wt.%) of ZnO 

failed to produce substantial fiber formation since both the solutions started clogging during 

electrospinning. The water contact angle test was then carried out on the 0.4g and 0.1g fibers. 

Contrary to popular belief, adding a nanoparticle did not significantly increase the hydrophobicity 

of  electrospun PLA, with the 0.1g ZnO sample exhibiting an average contact angle of 95.3° with 

the largest contact angle being 99.5° (Fig.4-4 (a)) while the 0.4g sample had an average water 

contact angle of 105.0°, and the greatest contact angle obtained was 111.2° (Fig.4-4 (b)) , which 

was almost identical to the average contact angle (WCA=109.06°) obtained for the electrospun 

raw PLA sample. This phenomenon could be attributed to the existence of hydroxyl groups on the 

surface of Zinc Oxide, making it naturally hydrophilic. Thereby reducing hydrophobicity.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-4: Largest water contact angle of the sample containing: (a)   0.1 g of ZnO, (b) 0.4 g 

of ZnO 
 
 
 

4.5 Experiment 5 Results 

The mixture containing 200µl of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane and 1000µl of PTFE was both 

electrospun and solvent cast. The electrospun mixture presented a typical fine fiber. The solvent 
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cast mixture was left to dry for approximately 15 hours. It  was witnessed that the solvent cast 

mixture had shrunk and broken off into many pieces after drying. The water contact angles of both 

the electrospun and solvent cast mixtures were then tested using a goniometer. Although the 

electrospun sample exhibited typical hydrophobic properties, promising results for increased 

hydrophobicity was observed in the solvent cast sample. The average water contact angle of the 

electrospun fiber was revealed to be 109.4° with the highest contact angle reaching 115.2° (Fig.4-

5 (a)) while the solvent cast material exhibited an average water contact angle of 131.6° with the 

highest contact angle valued at 132.7° (Fig 4-5 (b)). The reason behind the greater contact angle 

observed in the solvent cast sample when compared with the electrospun specimen may have 

something to do with its morphology.  

Solvent cast samples have lesser cavities within their structures since the atoms are more 

tightly packed. On the other hand, electrospun samples have many cavities within them since the 

alignment of the fibers are not orderly. Therefore, the water droplets are at a higher Wenzel state 

in electrospun surfaces as water penetrates deeper into the cavities, thereby reducing 

hydrophobicity [60]. Furthermore, the increased water contact angle recorded in the solvent cast 

sample may also be attributed to the presence of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane. 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane is made up of a long-chain structure. As a result, the silicon atoms 

present in it may be able to form covalent bonds with the carbons atoms in PLA present on the 

surface of the sample and create a layer of long chains above the surface, thus inhibiting the 

formation of HF bonds between PLA and PTFE and thereby increasing hydrophobicity [61].  

Additionally, the average water contact angle of the specimen containing 2ml of  PTFE was 

revealed to be 124.9°, while the highest contact angle was recorded as 127.4° (Fig.4-5 (c)). This 
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confirms that increasing the concentration of PTFE has no effect in enhancing the hydrophobicity 

of PLA.    

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) 

Figure 4-5: Highest Water Contact Angle for  (a)   2g PLA + 0.2 ml HDTMS + 1 ml PTFE  

(Electrospun),     (b)  2g PLA + 0.2 ml HDTMS + 1 ml PTFE (Solvent cast)   (c)  2g PLA + 
0.2 ml HDTMS + 2 ml PTFE (Solvent cast) 

 

4.6 Experiment 6 Results 

After solvent casting was complete, small, flat, square-shaped pieces were cut from the 

control samples and placed in a goniometer for contact angle testing. It was discovered that the 

solvent cast sample containing only PLA had an average water contact angle of 72.3° with the 

largest contact angle obtained being 72.8° (Fig.4-6 (a)),which made it hydrophilic and was 

extremely lower than the average water contact angle (WCA=109.06°) obtained by the electrospun 

PLA only sample. The reason behind the large hydrophobicity observed in the electrospun PLA 

only sample may have arisen since electrospinning creates membranes with nanofibers possessing 

both aligned and non-aligned configurations which optimizes hydrophobicity.  On the other hand, 

solvent casting forms crystals within the structure due to a slower rate of evaporation, which leads 
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to an irregular surface morphology which may cause hydrophilicity [41]. In addition, the sample 

that contained both PLA and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane showcased an average water contact 

angle of 122° with the highest contact angle being 127.0° (Fig.4-6 (b)). This confirms that adding 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to PLA drastically increases its hydrophobicity.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4-6: Largest water contact angle (a) PLA only,(b)  PLA + HDTMS 
 
 

4.7 Experiment 7 Results 

The water contact angles of the samples were calculated using a goniometer once the 

solvent casting process was complete. It was discovered that adding more 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane too failed to substantially increase the hydrophobicity of PLA above 

the greatest water contact angle obtained. The specimen containing 0.4ml of 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane showcased an average water contact angle of 114.9° with the highest 

recorded water contact angle being 117.5° (Fig. 4-7 (a)) while the 0.8ml 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane sample had an average water contact angle of 122.7° and the largest 

water contact angle of 123.5° (Fig 4-7 (b)). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4-7: Largest water contact angle  (a) 0.4 ml HDTMS   (b) 0.8 ml HDTMS 

 

The results for experiments 2 to 7 are illustrated in table 4-2 below. 

Table 4-2 Results of Experiments 2 to 7 
 

Sample composition Average 

Water contact 

angle (°) 

Highest 

water 

contact 

angle (°) 

2g PLA only (Electrospun) 109.06° 110.5° 

2g PLA only (Solvent cast) 72.3° 72.8° 

2g PLA + 1ml PTFE (Electrospun) 102.8° 104.5° 

2g PLA + 2ml PTFE (Electrospun) 94.5° 100.8° 

2g PLA+ 1 ml PTFE+ 0.1g ZnO (Electrospun) 95.3° 99.5° 

2g PLA + 1ml PTFE + 0.4g ZnO (Electrospun) 105.0° 111.2° 

2g PLA+ 0.2 ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (Solvent cast) 121.0° 127.8° 

2g PLA + 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE 
(Electrospun) 

109.4° 115.2° 

2g PLA + 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE 
(Solvent cast) 

131.6° 132.7° 

2g PLA + 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 2ml PTFE 
(Solvent cast) 

124.9° 127.4° 

2g PLA + 0.4ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE 
(Solvent cast) 

114.9° 117.5° 

2g PLA + 0.8ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE 

(Solvent cast) 

122.7° 123.5° 
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4.8 The SEM Analysis 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was done on the solvent cast sample containing 2g 

PLA+ 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE (Fig. 4-10) since it presented the best results. 

Furthermore, the SEM technique was also used to observe the structures of the solvent cast samples 

containing 2g of PLA only (Figs. 4-8 (a), 4-8 (b) & 4-8 (c)), 2g PLA+ 0.2ml 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane (Figs. 4-9 (a), 4-9 (b),  4-9 (c) & 4-9 (d)) and the electrospun specimen 

of  2g PLA+ 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE (Figs. 4-11 (a), 4-11 (b), 4-11 (c) & 4-

11 (d)) to compare how their structures differed from that of the sample with the best results. The 

SEM images of these samples obtained at various magnifications are illustrated below.  

4.8.1 SEM images of the sample containing 2g of PLA only: 

Figure 4-8 (a) depicts the raw PLA sample’s surface at a magnification of 2 microns. The 

deepness of the cavities present on the surface is clearly visible at this magnification. Additionally, 

figure 4-8 (b) shows the raw PLA sample’s surface at a magnification of 5 microns. The massive 

number of uneven peaks present on the surface is clearly recognizable at this magnification. Figure 

4-8 (c) magnifies the sample’s surface to a resolution of 50 microns. At this magnification, the 

sample’s overall surface consisting of many peaks and cavities is easily noticeable. As a result of 

these peaks and cavities observed on the raw PLA sample’s surface, water droplets can penetrate 

deep into these cavities forming a water droplet at a lower Wenzel state. Thereby reducing 

hydrophobicity. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4-8: Images at a magnification  (a) 2 Microns   (b) 5 Microns  (c)   50 Microns 

4.8.2 SEM images of the samples containing 2g PLA+ 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane: 

Figure 4-9 (a) shows the PLA and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane containing sample’s surface 

at a magnification of 5 microns. The surface seems to be smoother with virtually no peaks and 

cavities at this magnification when compared with the same magnification for the raw PLA sample. 

Also, figures 4-9 (b) and (c) depict the sample’s surface at a magnification of 10 microns. The 

images at this magnification seem to confirm the absence of massive numbers of peaks and cavities 

on the surface. Furthermore, figure 4-9 (d) portrays the surface at a magnification of 50 microns. 

At this magnification, the overall smooth structure of the surface is clearly recognizable.  

According to the images in figure 4-9, adding Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to PLA has enormously 

enhanced its structure by making the surface smoother and reducing the number of cavities present. 

This reduced number of cavities and peaks prevent the liquid droplet from penetrating the surface, 

which maybe the reason behind the greater hydrophobicity exhibited in the sample containing both 

PLA and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4-9: Image at a magnification  (a) 5 Microns, (b) 10 Microns, (c)  10 Microns, 
(d)  50 Microns 

 
 

4.8.3 SEM images of the sample composed of 2g PLA+ 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxy-   

 silane+ 1ml of PTFE  
 

Figure 4-10 depicts the PLA, PTFE and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane containing sample’s 

surface at a magnification of 10 microns. According to the image, adding PTFE has only slightly 

modified the structure containing PLA and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane, and it seems to be that 

PTFE has created an additional layer above the surface containing PLA and 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane. 

 

Figure 4-10: Image of a magnification of 10 Microns 
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4.8.4 SEM images of the sample composed of 2g PLA+ 0.2ml Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 

 1ml of PTFE (Electrospun) 

 

Figure 4-11 (a) portrays the PLA, PTFE and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane containing 

electrospun samples surface at a magnification of 2 microns. The typical fibrous structure obtained 

through electrospinning is clearly visible in this image. The image also shows the presence of 

many cavities in between the disorganized fiber orientations. Also, figures 4-11 (b) and (c) 

obtained at magnifications of 5 microns and 10 microns, respectively, confirm the presence of 

numerous cavities in between the fiber orientations. Additionally, figure 4-11 (d) showcases the 

surface at a magnification of 50 microns. The overall fiber-oriented structure of the surface with 

many cavities is illustrated in this image.  Due to the presence of these cavities on the surface, 

water droplets can penetrate them, thereby increasing the Wenzel state of the water droplet. Thus, 

decreasing hydrophobicity. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4-11: Image at a magnification   (a) 2 Microns,    (b)   5 Microns,    (c)     10 Microns      
(d)   50 Microns 
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4.9 The FTIR analysis  

4.9.1 FTIR graphs for the PLA only samples 

According to the graphs obtained for both pure PLA, and the electrospun PLA sample in 

figure 4-12, the peaks observed at 1043cm-1 are due to the C-CH3, while the peaks formed at 

1090cm-1 are a result of C-O-C bonds. Also, the peaks at 1360cm-1 were formed because of CH-

CH3. Additionally, the peaks observed at 1750cm-1 were due to the presence of C=O bonds that 

are found in ester groups, while the peaks created at 2283cm-1 and 2950cm-1 were due to the 

availability of C-H bonds. Furthermore, the peaks witnessed at 1452cm-1 and 3000cm-1 were 

created by CH3 bonds. 

 

 

Figure 4-12: FTIR graphs for the pure PLA and Electrospun PLA only samples 
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4.9.2 FTIR graph for the PLA+HDTMS sample 

When the graphs of both pure PLA and PLA+HDTMS in figure 4-13 were analyzed, some 

similarity in the pattern of peak formation was observed. The peaks observed at 1043cm-1 are due 

to the C-CH3, while the peaks formed at 1090cm-1 are a result of C-O-C bonds. Also, the peaks at 

1360cm-1 were formed because of CH-CH3. Furthermore, the peaks observed at 1750cm-1 were 

due to the presence of C=O bonds that are found in ester groups, while the peaks created at 2283cm-

1 and 2950cm-1 were due to the availability of C-H bonds. Additionally, the peaks witnessed at 

1452cm-1 and 3000cm-1 were created by CH3 bonds. However, the graph of the PLA+HDTMS 

sample appeared to contain extra peaks at 810cm-1 and 1750cm-1, which may be attributed to the 

presence of Si-O bonds.  

 

 

Figure 4-13:  FTIR graph of the PLA+HDTMS Sample 
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4.9.3 FTIR graph for the PLA+HDTMS+PTFE sample  

Although the graphs of pure PLA and PLA+HDTMS+1ml PTFE in figure 4-14 were 

virtually identical, an extra peak was observed in the graph of PLA+HDTMS+2ml PTFE at 

1655cm-1. Moreover, the peaks at 2850cm-1 and 2916cm-1 seemed to be more stretched out in the 

PLA+HDTMS+2ml sample, like those found in the PTFE only graph. All of this may be linked to 

the presence of CF2 bonds in the sample containing PLA+HDTMS+2ml PTFE. Additionally, the 

peaks at 1092cm-1 and 1450cm-1 corresponding to CF2 bonds observed in the PTFE only graph 

may not have been visible in the graphs of PLA, PLA+HDTMS+1ml PTFE, and 

PLA+HDTMS+2ml PTFE due to the stretching of C-O-C bonds and CH3 bonds at the same 

wavelengths. 

 

 

Figure 4-14: FTIR graphs of the samples containing 2 ml and 1 ml of PTFE 
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4.9.4 FTIR graph for the PLA+ ZnO+ PTFE samples 

The peak observed at 534cm-1 for the ZnO nanoparticle in figure 4-15 was created due to 

the presence of Zn=O bonds. According to the graphs, it was visible that the samples containing 

PLA only, 0.1g ZnO and 0.4g ZnO had almost identical patterns of peaks. Also, as previously 

stated, the peaks present at 1092cm-1 and 1450cm-1 corresponding to CF2 bonds in the PTFE only 

graph may not have been detected in the PLA, PLA+0.1ZnO+PTFE, and PLA+0.4ZnO+PTFE 

graphs due to the stretching of  C-O-C bonds and CH3 bonds at the same wavelengths. In addition, 

the reason behind the absence of the ZnO peak in all the graphs maybe since the peak of ZnO 

resides in the fingerprint region. 

 

 

Figure 4-15: FTIR graphs of the samples containing 0.1g and 0.4g of ZnO 
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4.9.5 FTIR graphs of the PLA+PTFE only samples  

It is evident that the pattern of peaks is similar for the samples of PLA, PLA+1ml PTFE, 

and PLA+ 2ml PTFE, according to the graph in Figure 4-16 below. The peaks visible at 1043cm-

1 are due to the C-CH3, whereas the peaks formed at 1090cm-1 are a result of C-O-C bonds. Also, 

the peaks at 1360cm-1 were formed because of CH-CH3, while the peaks observed at 1750cm-1 

were due to the presence of C=O bonds that are found in ester groups. The peaks created at 

2283cm-1 and 2950cm-1 were due to the availability of C-H bonds, and the peaks witnessed at 

1452cm-1 and 3000cm-1 were created by CH3 bonds. Moreover, the peaks at 1092cm-1 and 

1450cm-1 corresponding to the CF2 bonds of the PTFE graph might not be visible in the other 

graphs due to the stretching of the C-O-C bonds and CH3 bonds at these same wavelengths. 

 

 

Figure 4-16: FTIR graphs for the PLA + PTFE only samples 
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4.10 The TGA analysis 

The TGA analysis was conducted by using Nitrogen gas at a temperature ranging from 0°C 

to 500°C and a heating rate of 10°C/min. According to the graph below in figure 4-17, for the PLA 

only sample, thermal decomposition commenced at a temperature of approximately 100°C, and 

5% of the weight was lost when the temperature (T5%) reached around 260°C. Additionally, 50% 

of sample weight loss was observed at a temperature (T50%) of about 340°C. Finally, rapid 

decomposition of the PLA sample occurs between 290°C and 360°C, with the weight percentage 

of the original sample remaining at 360°C being close to 2%. 

 

 

Figure 4-17: TGA curve of the PLA only sample 
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 The TGA analysis for the graph in figure 4-18 below was carried out by using Nitrogen 

gas at a temperature ranging from 0°C to 1000°C and a heating rate of 10°C/min. According to the 

graph, thermal decomposition of the sample containing 2g PLA+ 0.2ml 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane+ 1ml PTFE commenced at around 100°C with 5% of the weight being 

lost at a temperature (T5%) of approximately 260°C, which is the same temperature obtained for 

the PLA only sample. Later, 50% of weight loss was detected at a temperature (T50%) of about 

350°C which was also like the temperature recorded for the PLA only sample. Furthermore, rapid 

decomposition of the sample takes place starting at a temperature of approximately 250°C, which 

is lower than the starting temperature for the PLA only sample. The rapid decomposition comes 

to a halt at a temperature of about 370°C.  

 

Figure 4-18: TGA curve of the sample containing 2g PLA+ 0.2 ml Hexadecyltrimethoxy-silane 

+ 1ml PTFE 
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However, unlike the curve for the PLA only sample, after 370 °C the decomposition is not 

uniform. The weight percentage of the original sample remaining observed at around 370°C was 

about 12%, which was far greater than the weight remaining for the PLA only sample at an almost 

similar temperature. Furthermore, 2% of the original sample’s weight remaining was recorded at 

almost 535°C, which was way beyond the temperature recorded for the 2% weight remaining of 

the PLA only sample. According to the data obtained, it was confirmed that adding 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane and PTFE to PLA substantially increased PLA’s thermal resistance.  
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

This research was conducted to determine whether mixing PTFE with PLA, had any 

desirable effects in increasing the hydrophobicity of PLA for 3D printing parts. It was discovered 

that solely adding PTFE to PLA failed to considerably increase its hydrophobicity. It was also 

revealed that, contrary to popular, adding a nanoparticle such as Zinc Oxide had no effect in 

drastically increasing the hydrophobicity of PLA. However, the addition of the liquid 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to PLA greatly increased its hydrophobicity, and when 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane was added to a mixture of PTFE and PLA a contact angle as high as 

132.7° was observed. Nevertheless, when the concentration of Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane was 

increased above 0.2ml, no improvement in hydrophobicity was noted. Finally, it was determined 

that the solvent casting method presented better hydrophobicity than electrospinning. 

Once the water contact angle measurements were completed the samples’ surface 

structures were analyzed using Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). According to the SEM 

results, it was observed that raw, solvent cast PLA had a very porous surface with many cavities 

and peaks, which resulted in low hydrophobicity. However, it was discovered that adding 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to raw PLA smoothened out its surface reducing the number of peaks 

and cavities, thereby drastically increasing hydrophobicity. Moreover, it was also realized that 

adding PTFE into the sample containing PLA and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane created an 

additional layer of PTFE above the existing surface, which had no effect in increasing the 

hydrophobicity. Lastly, the structure of an electrospun sample containing PLA, PTFE, and 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane was also analyzed to compare its structure with that of the solvent cast 
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sample with similar substances. Many cavities were observed on this surface which reduced its 

hydrophobicity. 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy technique (FTIR) of the samples was also 

conducted to confirm the presence of PLA, PTFE, and ZnO. The presence of these substances was 

confirmed through this process. Later, Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the samples was 

carried out to compare how the thermal decomposition of raw PLA differed from that of the sample 

containing PLA, PTFE and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane. According to the results, it was observed 

that raw PLA had a remaining weight percentage of 2% at a temperature of 360°C while the sample 

containing PLA, PTFE and Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane had a remaining weight percentage of 12% 

at a similar temperature range. Therefore, it was confirmed that adding PTFE and 

Hexadecyltrimethoxysilane to PLA increased its thermal resistance.  
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CHAPTER 6  

FUTURE WORK 

 
 

Many more procedures could be utilized to enhance the hydrophobicity of PLA in the years 

to come. For example: 

• PTFE and PLA could be coaxially electrospun separately so that the PTFE is unable to 

form HF bonds with PLA and is able to form fluorine chains above PLA. Thereby 

increasing hydrophobicity of PLA. 

• The samples created through electrospinning could be heat treated before contact angle 

testing since heat treatment eliminates any solvents trapped in the surface.  

• Other nanoparticles, such as SiO2 or TiO2 could be used to determine whether they enhance 

the hydrophobicity of PLA. 

• The samples containing ZnO may be further tested for antibacterial properties since ZnO 

is known to be a good antibacterial agent.  

• Laser lithography could be used to increase the surface roughness of the sample containing 

PLA+HDTMS+PTFE, resulting in increased hydrophobicity.  
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